Figures
. AFM images of BNNS. (a) 2D AFM image, (b) line profile and (c) 3D AFM image.
We measured the AFM of prepared BNNS to confirm the size and thickness. As shown that the particle size was distributed from 300nm to 1.1 micron and its thickness was 30nm to 80 nm. After the MWCNT acid treatment, the oxygen atom was strongly observed in wide scan spectra. Moreover, the emerged oxgyen functional groups, especially carboxylic group, were strong envidance of functionalization via acid treatment. The MWCNTs were plased on edge of BNNS due to edge functionalization. And, the much amount of MWCNT were observed in fabricaed hybrid particle via VFSM which were corresponed results with FE-SEM and TGA results. The both spectra shown similar shape due to chemical structure of two kinds of BNNS-MWCNT was same. However, more strong nitrogen-related functional groups were detected in figure S4(b) due to much amount of MWCNTs were linked to BNNS than another BNNS-MWCNT prepared via SP.
